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Abstract: The coal producing area of Appalachian Kentucky has a shortage of developable land. The majority of mined land in this region has been reclaimed to pastureland or hayland, while narrow interpretation of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) and regulations, especially regarding bond release, has limited alternative postmining land uses which could support economic development. A study of Federal and State of Kentucky laws and regulations shows that postmining land use regulations and their implementation have focused on preventing and minimizing environmental damage. Land use and land use planning concepts are not well understood, thus permit applications inadequately address land use needs and the "highest and best use" of a site. Required information about pre-mining conditions is not collected and analyzed in a way useful for determining appropriate postmining land use. More comprehensive, higher quality land use information, with information about regional factors such as transportation, utilities, labor market, etc., should be included in the permit application to identify sites with strong development potential. This, combined with a broader interpretation of the law recognizing the validity of a phased implementation of postmined land use, would continue environmental protection while preparing reclaimed land to meet potential future land use needs. The mining plan can be designed so that appropriate areas are prepared and laid out for future buildings or roads, yet are conducive to interim use for pasture, wildlife or recreation. Reclamation to the interim use, sufficient to protect the public and allow bond release, maintains the potential for later development. Land later can be made available in response to development demands, contributing to a more diversified economy.
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Introduction

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) was enacted both to protect the public from the negative impacts of coal mining and to assure the continuation of an industry seen as vital to the nation's interest. The law and regulations as finally promulgated reflect a contentious history, and are ambiguous, confusing, and sometimes unrealistic. Overall the effect of the law has been positive; it is responsible for improvements in reclamation and a significant reduction in the most notorious negative impacts of mining including acid mine drainage, erosion, landslides, and damage to both surface and groundwater. It is a big step, however, between mitigating these negative impacts and returning the land to its "highest and best use."

In Appalachian Kentucky, past farming, logging, and mining practices have left scars on the land. (Caudill 1963) The land's productive capacity is diminished throughout much of the region. The economy has followed the boom and...
bust cycles of extractive industries, and other industries are needed badly. The rugged topography has few relatively level areas which are not in the floodplain, and these tend to be just a few acres in size. (Nieman, and others 1989) Land suitable for commercial, industrial or even residential development is in short supply, a major obstacle to encouraging new industries or businesses in Appalachia. Scarcity is evident by the price that developable acreage commands. Kentucky's strategy for economic development includes better utilization of reclaimed surface mined land to meet the need for commercial or industrial sites. (Kentucky Cabinet for Economic Development 1994) However, current interpretation and implementation of the mining law and regulations appear to be constraining designation of commercial and industrial postmining uses. Lack of clarity in the land use regulations is exacerbated by the lack of planning support or guidance from local or state agencies. The current interpretation of the regulations requires establishing a commercial/industrial postmining use within a tightly specific time frame. Financing, politics, and other complexities of commercial/industrial development, combined with the logistics involved in mining, especially with large permit areas, make it infeasible for a mining company to commit to such timing. A mechanism for considering reclamation and land capability over a longer term, beyond bond release, and reclaiming to provide an immediate use with a potential for a later, more intensive use, can bridge this feasibility gap.

In searching for this mechanism within a reinterpretation of the law, the questions to be asked are 1) is it the intent of SMCRA to support reclamation for industrial, residential and commercial uses; 2) do the regulations promulgated to implement SMCRA support these postmining land uses, in theory and in practice; and 3) what are the obstacles to more productive postmining land use and how can they be overcome? The implementation of the law occurs largely through the permitting and bonding processes, which set the enforcement framework. A brief analysis of law and regulations introduces a more detailed discussion of the treatment of land use issues in the permit application. An analysis of the State of Kentucky permit application process, including examples from permit files, illustrates how a lack of understanding of land use principles has made the permitting process less effective than it could be in supporting a variety of productive land uses. The concept of phased postmining land use is examined as a solution to aspects of the permitting process which do not fulfill the intent of the law, and in fact work against productive postmining land use.

The Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1977

Background

The passage of SMCRA in 1977 created the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSMRE) to promulgate and enforce regulations to control surface mining and reclamation operations. The law requires surface mining operations to follow a complicated process of permit application, bonding to cover expected reclamation costs, ongoing inspection, compliance with performance standards, and an extended period of liability during which reclamation efforts must be proved successful before bond monies are released. The complicated process, its focus on lengthy and detailed engineering specifications, and the lack of clarity with which land use issues are addressed, have restricted the perception of what reclamation can accomplish and inhibited consideration or adoption of reclamation approaches which might better fulfill the intent of the law. (Desai 1993) (figure 1)

Whayne Supply paid approximately $600,000 for 5 acres in Hazard in 1991.
The Act provides the legislative authority and intent upon which the regulations are based. Regulations are subject to challenge and judicial review with regard to whether they actually carry out the intent of a law. (Beck 1993) Within federal law alone there is ambiguity and inherent conflict of purpose. (McElfish and Beier 1990) The intent is laid out in Section 102, Statement of Purpose, to "assure that the coal supply essential to the Nation's ...economic and social well-being is provided and strike a balance between protection of the environment and agricultural productivity and the Nation's need for coal as an essential source of energy...." The relative success with which the regulations have been developed is a function of the degree to which ambiguities in the act are a result of the "political impossibility of developing a consensus" or a lack of understanding of the issues involved. (Miller 1993) The law was enacted on a nationwide basis to set a minimum level of public protection and prevent states from competing with one another on the basis of lesser environmental safeguards. (PL 95-87 §101(g); Scicchitano, and others 1993) The statute does allow states to establish 'primacy' and respond appropriately to local conditions in the design of their regulations. The often tenuous relationship between state and federal agencies has contributed to confusion in implementation of the mining law (Conrad 1993; Miller 1993), at times making compliance difficult for operators who may get conflicting direction from regulators. Similarly, enforcement has been delayed or avoided in some cases. While discretion is built into the law and regulations5, the exercise of that discretion and grading plan may specify time and distance criteria less restrictive than those set forth in this regulation when the permittee has demonstrated..., and the cabinet has determined that use of such criteria will not likely cause adverse environmental impacts. (emphasis added)

---

5 For example: 405 KAR 16:020 Section 2. The approved backfilling and grading plan may specify time and distance criteria less restrictive than those set forth in this regulation when the permittee has demonstrated..., and the cabinet has determined that use of such criteria will not likely cause adverse environmental impacts. (emphasis added)
discretion is accompanied by uncertainty, political pressure, and litigation. (Morris 1993, Scheberle 1993)

The Intent of SMCRA in Regard to Postmining Land Use

In the Statement of Findings, SMCRA addresses the negative impact pre-law and irresponsible mining has had on the natural environment, public safety, and public welfare through disturbances of surface areas that burden and adversely affect commerce and the public welfare by destroying or diminishing the utility of land for commercial, industrial, residential, recreational, agricultural, and forestry purposes, by causing erosion and landslides, by contributing to floods, by polluting the water, by destroying fish and wildlife habitats, by impairing natural beauty, by damaging the property of citizens, by creating hazards dangerous to life and property, by degrading the quality of life in local communities, and by counteracting governmental programs and efforts to conserve soil, water, and other natural resources. (PL 95-87 Title I:§101(c)

The Act thus recognizes a broad standard of utility for land, and also requires that a permit application describe the use which is proposed to be made of the land following reclamation, including a discussion of the utility and capacity of the reclaimed land to support a variety of alternative uses, and the relationship of such use to existing land use policies and plans... (PL 95-87 §508(a)(3))

While naively assuming that land use policies and plans exist, this passage illustrates an intent for proposed uses to be examined in a context of surrounding land uses, needs, and markets. The environmental protection performance standards stipulate that land must be returned "to a condition capable of supporting the uses which it was capable of supporting prior to any mining, or higher or better uses of which there is reasonable likelihood...[not] deemed to be impractical or unreasonable, inconsistent with applicable land use policies and plans, [nor involve] unreasonable delay in implementation.. (PL 95-87 §515(b)(2)) The ambiguity of many undefined terms, e.g., "reasonable likelihood" or "impractical," by default leaves interpretation of the standards to the regulations by which the law is implemented, and to the regulators in the field who are ultimately responsible.

The phrase "higher or better use," however, is from real estate law, referring to the most intensive land use allowed or available, generally one which offers a higher return on investment. Therefore, while public safety is a main focus of the law, there is also a clear commitment to economic productivity, not only by facilitating coal extraction, but also through protecting and restoring the productive capacity and usefulness of the land resource. Confirming this as central to the law is the variance on returning the land to approximate original contour (AOC), allowed for steep slope and mountaintop removal mining. The House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, which initially considered SMCRA in 1977, determined productive postmining land use to be an adequate reason for an exception to the performance standards of the law.

The bill is built upon the Committee's finding that in the vast majority of cases, certain reclamation goals must be achieved if the term "reclamation" is to have any real meaning. Nevertheless, the committee has approved exceptions to these requirements to achieve flexibility and avoid arbitrary constraints. For example, the elimination of highwalls, return of the land to approximate original contour, and establishment of viable vegetative cover are among the standards critical to the elimination of the worst effects of coal surface mining and yet these standards are
either subject to exception, framed in variable terms or both. Rather than weakening the effectiveness of these standards, such treatment is viewed by the Committee as justified and desirable. Workable Federal Requirements must be appropriate to the mining setting and such standards should not preclude practices which are beneficial from a planning viewpoint. (1977 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm. News, p 621-622, quoted in correspondence, permit file #098-0136)

The variance on returning the land to Approximate Original Contour (AOC) applies to steep slope and mountaintop removal mining. In "cases where an industrial, commercial, agricultural, residential or public facility (including recreational facilities) use is proposed...where after consultation with the appropriate land use planning agencies, if any, the proposed [use] is deemed to constitute an equal or better economic or public use of the affected land, as compared with premining use." (PL 95-87 §515(c)(3)) Congress had the vision that with proper planning, reclamation could create economic development possibilities, but recognized that some assurance of support for such development was necessary. Surface mining also presents possible land planning benefits as such mining involves the opportunity to reshape the land surface to a form and condition more suitable to man's use. In such instances, the overburden and spoil become a resource to achieve desired configurations rather than a waste material to be disposed of or handled by the most economic means. The performance standards recognize that return to approximate pre-mining conditions may not always be the most desirable goal of reclamation and thus appropriate exceptions to the general requirements are provided. As the realization of such alternative post-mining land uses as industrial, commercial or residential development will often depend on the commitments or assurances that necessary services will be available, evidence of such availability prior to mining is a necessary part of the permit approval process. (H.R. Rep. No.95-218, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., 94 (April 22, 1977), quoted in correspondence, permit file #098-0136)

There is a process written into the performance standards by which "equal or better" use is to be approved. Specific plans for the land use are to be presented, and the permittee must demonstrate its compatibility with adjacent uses, a need or market for the use, and the financial capability to complete the proposed project. Also required is the assurance of "investment in necessary public facilities," and a schedule "integrating] the mining operation and reclamation with the postmining land use." (PL 95-87 §515(c)(3)(B)(iii),(vi)) The exact criteria by which to demonstrate compatibility, financial capability, or market demand are unspecified, however, and are left to the discretion of the regulators. Given the lack of understanding of land use planning, regulators have tended to steer away from built uses. In any case these criteria are generally absent in evaluating potential land use (McElfish and Beier 1990), and the default measure of a reclamation plan is public health and safety coupled with erosion control.

The Influence of the Bonding Process

Reclamation choices have been shaped in large part through the implementation of the bonding mechanism written into law with SMCRA. A percentage of the bond is released upon completion of each of three phases of reclamation but at all times the balance must be sufficient to cover any work remaining. Phase III completion entails the continued success of site vegetation through the liability period in which no appreciable fertilization, mulching or replanting is necessary. The land must also be "capable of supporting the approved postmining land use." In practice, this requires meeting performance standards for the various designated uses, e.g., pasture, prime farmland,
fish and wildlife, or commercial. In Kentucky, Technical Reclamation Memoranda (TRMs) supplement the regulations, guiding coal operators through the standards. Until recently, in steep sloped Eastern Kentucky the major post mining land use designated was pastureland or hayland. Most of the premining land use was either unmanaged forest, primarily third growth, or undeveloped, i.e., derelict land from pre-law mining. There is no prime farmland in the region which must be restored, and any "alternative" postmining land use has been considered a "higher use." Coal operators therefore have chosen to implement the land use with standards they could attain most cost effectively and reliably, usually pasture. Reclamation research on the Illinois basin region suggests that reclamation has been guided by two objectives: minimizing economic cost of reclamation, and mitigating physical and aesthetic effects of mining. The result has been widespread planting of simple, homogeneous grassland communities that seem to have limited agricultural and conservation value and may be ecologically unstable. (Brothers 1990)

Kentucky, recognizing that such so-called pasture is not truly a higher use, recently has made regulatory changes. (KDFWR, and others 1995) In the mountainous eastern region, the recent trend is toward either fish and wildlife land use or unmanaged forest. Recent regulation changes lowering the stocking rate of trees and shrubs for these uses have prompted permittees to abandon the previously predominant hayland/pastureland postmining land use. Approximately 50% of the areas being mined are returning to forestland or fish and wildlife land uses. Approximately 30% are still being utilized for hayland/pastureland uses, mainly in the areas of more level terrain on the fringes of the eastern coal field. (Smith)

While regulators influenced postmining land use by trading a lower stem count for greater species diversity, making reclaimed areas healthier and more attractive to wildlife while reducing the cost to operators, they have yet to address performance standards and bond release requirements for residential, commercial or industrial use in terms of making reclamation to these uses more attractive or feasible for mining companies.

The Regulations -- Federal and State

Many sections of the federal regulations refer to land use, particularly those outlining the permit application and the environmental performance standards. 30 CFR Section 508 details all the information required on the surface mining permit application. This information, in theory, allows the regulatory authority to determine the probable environmental impacts of a particular operation and the adequacy of the reclamation plan. The performance standards (30 CFR Chapter VII, K, §816) state technical requirements for erosion control, backfilling and grading, disposal of excess spoil, revegetation, and postmining land use. These basic standards primarily consist of engineering specifications deemed sufficient to prevent the major negative impacts of mining. There are additional standards for special categories of mining, including steep slope and mountaintop removal mining in which variances may be granted in lieu of returning the land to AOC. The information required in the permit application is closely related to the performance standards, especially since the application requires submittal of the reclamation plan. This plan, which includes postmining land use, must be able to produce results which fulfill the performance standards.

Performance standards for postmining land use capability require that, before final bond release, "affected areas shall be restored in a timely manner," to conditions capable of supporting prior uses or approved alternative uses. "Higher or better alternative uses may be approved if:

(1) There is a reasonable likelihood that the land use will be achieved

(2) The use will not be
impractical or unreasonable

(3) The landowner or land management agency having jurisdiction over the lands has been consulted, and the proposed alternative postmining land use is consistent with applicable land use policies and plans;

(4) The proposed use will not present an actual or probable hazard to public health or safety or threat of water pollution or diminution of water availability

(5) The proposed use will not involve unreasonable delays in implementation

(6) the proposed use will not cause or contribute to violation of federal, state, or local law.” (405 KAR 16:210)

These and other land use requirements are vaguely stated, and do not give regulators much guidance. One intent behind items 1, 2, and 5 is to ensure that reclamation does, in fact, take place, acknowledging that the sooner this happens, the less negative environmental impact will occur. Items 2, 3 and 4 are to protect the landowner and the community. Item 4 is the only one which explicitly deals with the postmining land use capability, the other standards relate to financial feasibility and legality. However, they do not define how to evaluate practical or reasonable, and the meaning in the field has come about by trial and error, negotiation, compromise, and political pressure.

Performance standards for revegetation (405 KAR 16:200) include coverage standards for grasses and legumes, numbers of plants (stem counts) for trees and shrubs, and diversity measures. Pasture and cropland uses must meet specific productivity, or yield, standards based on local conditions. Performance standards for commercial or industrial postmining uses are not clear or specific, however, and this has implications for bond release. As an illustration, ten years after passage of SMCRA, this 1987 memo was sent from the Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet to the Lexington OSM office:

Dear Mr. Tipton,

Attached is a letter from J.R. Harris granting OSMRE approval of an interim program experimental practice permit for commercial development as the primary post mining land use.

As the approved permit contains no information relating to criteria for establishing the commercial development, it is unclear when the permit becomes eligible for a complete bond release.

Since approval of the complete release will require involvement of the OSMRE, I would appreciate your review of the permit and receipt of your understanding of the work to be completed by the permittee to receive the release. (Permit #098-0067)

Potential retention of bond monies, if regulators determine that a postmining land use is not, in fact, established, is a powerful disincentive for coal companies to attempt alternative land uses. Timing is a key element in this determination. The permit application requires a "discussion of how the proposed postmining land use(s) will be achieved within a reasonable time frame." (MPA-03, 21.12(c)) The concern with achieving the land use derives partly from the goal of minimizing erosion by reclaiming as quickly as possible, and partly in response to irresponsible operators. Many had defaulted on their reclamation plans, or, in order to avoid backfilling and returning to AOC, designated commercial uses for benches without ever building anything there (Rothman) Therefore, in practice, the regulatory requirements of "reasonable likelihood" for achievement and no "unreasonable delays"(405 KAR 16:210 §4(1),(5)) have been taken to mean a tangible commitment to development. At the permit application stage this might be proof of a bank's commitment to financing, in addition to the specific plans for development required by the regulations. For final bond release the regulatory
agency wants to see the initial stages of construction. Unfortunately, the realities of the construction and development process require the flexibility to respond to market fluctuations. The likelihood of the timing of reclamation coinciding with an advantageous development window is not high. Coal companies are resistant to the possibility of 1) delaying final bond release and 2) having to hold onto the land, and the liability which that entails, until development becomes practical. As one coal executive noted, they [coal operators] do not want to be in the land business, and are certainly not land use planners. (Geiger) These factors inhibit designation of the more intensive postmining land uses in original permit applications.

Designation of postmining land use can be changed through a major permit revision process, which requires public notice. This is the way most industrial and commercial land use designations have been handled. Operators will weigh the time and cost for the revision against any possible cost savings involved in changing the use. If it involves less reclamation cost and quicker bond release, the company goes through with the revision. As an example, landowners are "quick to take advantage of any level areas adjacent to roads for residential use or commercial/industrial if offices or shop buildings are left in place by the coal company. Final bond releases are relatively easy to obtain if the land is being totally utilized by home construction or occupation of existing buildings by a new business." (Smith) One problem with this approach is that it precludes any long range planning for development, and makes it difficult to coordinate reclamation and development of any particular site with regional trends so as to make infrastructure investment more efficient. A paradox is created, as well. Surface owners of land do have the right to make use of their land, and one often finds that they have initiated projects before bond release, which can be problematic for operators. Even when the surface owner is a subsidiary of the coal company, since proof of the use is required to get approval and bond release, one finds construction beginning on alternative postmining land uses before they are actually approved. This acts to subvert the intent of the public notice provision of the law. In one case in Eastern Kentucky the land holding corporation related to the mining company deeded the surface to the city, which sold it to a private company to build a prison. The construction of the prison created a highwall and expanded a hollow fill, all of it before final bond release and without supervision from the regulatory authority. After the facility was in operation, the mining company filed a major revision requesting approval of a land use change from forest to industrial/commercial. The 'walk sheet' inspection for proposed major revision #2, stated, "Company is requesting to change Post Mining Land Use to Industrial/Commercial so that a Phase III bond release can be obtained. Otter Creek Correctional Facility has been constructed on the permit." (permit #836-0120)

The Permit Application

Surface coal mining and reclamation regulations are implemented through the permit application and approval process, as well as through enforcement. (figure 2) Kentucky permit application requirements evolved quite a bit through the period between the pre-SMCRA state program and primacy, although the land use regulations remained vague. Submittals improved as engineering firms and regulators grew more familiar with the scope of work required to get permit approval. The areas in the law and regulations where ambiguities existed became more obvious, and in many instances conflicts arose which had to be settled in court. A default, working, interpretation of the regulations developed, as certain disputes were resolved verbally with no written record in the file of the rationale behind final permit conditions, perpetuating misunderstanding of the intent and purpose of the law in regard to land use issues.
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The quality of information submitted with permit applications still varies greatly, depending on the experience and expertise of the applicant and the reviewer. (McElfish and Beier 1990) Based on the information in the application, permits for mining and reclamation are issued with various conditions which the mining operators must follow. (Figure 2) In many sections of the application, submittals consist of restating the performance standards. In other words, omitting site specific details, coal operators are in effect complying by stating they will comply. For certain precise technical specifications such as slope, or cross-drain intervals, this provides sufficient and measurable grounds for evaluation and enforcement. But because the land use criteria are vague to begin with, restating them does not give regulators an adequate means of assessing performance.

The major deficiencies in permit applications, associated with land use issues, are poor quality maps, inconsistent responses to the land use questions, an agronomic bias to land use information, and confusion in regard to the difference between reclamation and land use. Item 21.12 of the application requires a discussion of the "feasibilty,..." and how the proposed postmining land use(s) will be achieved within a reasonable time frame" if the postmining land use is to be different than the existing or pre-mining use. The permit actually requires less explanation than called for in the regulations, dropping discussion of the "utility" of the reclaimed land or capacity to support a "variety of alternative uses." There appears to be no attempt to discern the best use of the land or to place it in context within the local region. A typical submittal to 21.12 follows:

Attachment 21.12 (A,B,C & D)

A) The proposed post-mining land use is compatible with adjacent land uses in this part of County. A land use change for fish and wildlife habitat with permanent roads has been demonstrated to be feasible in this part of Eastern Kentucky. This land use has been demonstrated to be expediently [sic] achieved. This is due to planting of quick cover crops such as annual rye and winter wheat.

B) Upon completion of the mining activity, the revegetation plan will immediately be put into place. The post-mining land use will be obtained when the vegetation plan for the area has been successful.

C) The post-mining land use will be achieved as quickly as natural conditions will allow. This will be done by the immediate execution of the revegetation plan. Hand-seeding will be employed if areas of poor vegetation are found. (permit #867-0355)

This submittal does not specify why the land use is compatible with surrounding uses or how it will be feasible. The entry also confuses achievement of revegetation with achievement of the land use.

Engineers, agronomists, and biologists are some of the specialists involved in the permitting process, and their professional bias is evident. Land use analysis is derived primarily from soil survey data and vegetation associations, e.g., upland forest. Granted, much mining occurs in remote areas where the human influence is small, but roads and infrastructure are important facets of land use and must be addressed. In addition, there is little consideration of future land use potential or need. The map in figure 3, which does not show highway 15 at all, as well as omitting parts of the legend, e.g. land use 11 (residential), is typical of how whole categories of land use are ignored.
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Other examples from this and a more recent permit file illustrate that land use and planning are misunderstood and land use issues are inadequately analyzed in permit applications. The first file involves a large site whose permits have continued through the interim, transition and permanent program years (permits #097-0073 and #497-0073). The initial job was a mountaintop removal, and paperwork in 1981 listed both premining and postmining land use as forest. Much of the site had been disturbed in the previous 20 years; the transition application more accurately listed pre-mining land use as "undeveloped." The transition was begun in July 1982, and a permit issued in September of 1984. Much of the original acreage was fully mined by this point, though bond was not released, and Item 31.3 of the application stated:

The proposed post mining land use for this area will be mostly Commercial. A small part of the area which is not directly related to the commercial use will be developed as pasture land. The commercial use intended will be for air traffic. Already, a 3,200 ft. runway has been constructed and used privately. When the mining process allows another strip in excess of 6,000 ft. is to be constructed which will be able to accommodate [sic] larger aircraft. The 3,200 ft. runway already in use is paved and a terminal building is at present (10-13-83) under construction.

No major revision for land use change occurred -- the change was handled during and after construction through the transition program permit application.

Amendment 1 to the transition permit proposed to finish a point removal and leave a surface configuration to match the adjacent area on which the airport had been built, stating "The commercial land use option is proposed to allow expansion of the small airport that is presently operating on the interim portion of the permit" (Attachment 20.9.A). Yet the application fails to mention the airport as an existing land use in Attachment 20.7.A, nor shows it on the Environmental Resources Map or Existing Land Use Map.

Entries to Section 20.12 show other weaknesses in analysis of land use issues.

Attachment 20.12(a): Feasibility of Post-Mine Land Use

The post-mining land use of hayland/pasture is a feasible alternative to the original usage of forest. The pre-mine forest land occurring on undisturbed and previously mined areas was basically unmanaged. The diversification of habitats through differing land uses are also desirable to wildlife. An "edge" effect will be created, thereby improving wildlife distribution....

The cost effectiveness of planting pasture as opposed to forest makes it a practical land use alternative. The cost is already reduced by not having to plant developed seedlings into an already established herbaceous cover....

The commercial land use is proposed to allow expansions of the ...Airport operating on the interim portion of the permit area. This airport is a public facility that benefits the local economy in income and needed air transportation. In summary, the post-mine usage of hayland/pasture and commercial instead of forest is a viable alternative. The selected land use will provide erosion control, diversify habitats, be a less expensive alternative to forest, and serve the good of the community.

This entry describes encouraging wildlife. Not only is this not compatible with the adjacent land use of airport (one does not want deer wandering the runways), but also, habitat distribution must be considered within a larger region than investigated in this application. (Nieman and Merkin 1995)

Regardless, the proposed interim use actually was for pasture, not...
wildlife, and there is no mention of cattle nor a market demand for hay. As for cost effectiveness, this describes the cost effectiveness of the reclamation, not the land use, a very common mistake. Lastly, the value to the community of an expanded airport is only hinted at through the acknowledgment of the value of the existing airport, yet this should be a very strong argument for allowing the land use change.

This permit indicates that the timing of development needs to be addressed in a more flexible manner. Permit file records indicated that in this case, the issue of timing, or implementation, of the land use was debated at length, but finally settled informally. The permittee in essence suggested a phased land use, first of pasture, then commercial use when the airport was actually expanded. Item 20.8 lists the acreage twice, once for each proposed land use, pasture and commercial. A review letter stated, "List the acreage to be used as pasture and acreage for commercial. You cannot propose optional land use change." The permittee replied, "The hayland/pasture use is requested to be used contemporaneously with the commercial usage. As stated in the application, the rate of expansion of the airport is unknown; therefore, a land use is specified for the interim. Since this is an approved method in the original permit, the same uses can apply to the amendment." The permit authority responded, "An optional landuse can not be proposed," however the application entries stand, but on the permit face condition 10 states, "Approval is granted for the alternate postmining land use of hayland/pastureland as described in the permit application." There existed sufficient proof that the airport would expand, and the land use was productive, feasible and would be established, but it was not presented properly. Neither the permittee nor regulators understood how to document or prove support for this land use, and much time was wasted before the issue was finally let drop in the permit approval process.

In a related case of regulatory dislike for a contingent land use, a much more recent job has a strong potential for development of commercial or residential uses. It is close to a developed area, has utility infrastructure available, has a major highway nearby, and is a large enough site to warrant development. (permit #867-0355) Because the timing both of the actual mining and certain improvements in the area is subject to change, the development time frame is uncertain. In this case, the permittee initially attempted to declare an industrial postmining land use, but the only evidence of this is in correspondence related to the permit review. A deficiency letter stated, "... Item 21.10: What does and Industrial mean? Please remove this." The reply notes, "Industrial has been deleted as a description of the post-mining land use." A fish and wildlife postmining land use has been declared instead, though a careful look at the reclamation plan makes it clear that the site is being handled in such a way as to suit the more intensive use as well. The backfill on the ridge area is being placed only twenty feet deep, as opposed to a potential depth of over a hundred feet. Therefore foundation engineering on this site will be fairly straightforward, conventional in both design and cost. This site will be none the less useful for a fish and wildlife use, but prepared for an eventual residential or commercial use. This is forward thinking; it is unfortunate that discussion of the land use potential and designation of future, more intensive land use, must be skirted to remain within the interpretation of the law.

Conclusion

Given the process of development of the law and regulations, and the nature of the types of problems SMCRA was intended to solve, the problems still remaining are not surprising. The technical answers to issues such as acid mine drainage, erosion control, and stable and safe sediment ponds and fills, have come from engineers who are specialists in their particular fields. The personnel who develop permits and those who review them also are engineers, often come from the mining industry, and are habituated to looking at things a
certain way. They are not land use planners, landscape architects, economic geographers, or from some other discipline which considers land use issues within a broad framework. As one permit reviewer noted, if the technical problems weren't taken care of, the land use designation wouldn't matter because the land would not be useful for anything. But solving the technical problems, while necessary, is little assurance of a wise use of the land.

An important step is to recognize that land use occurs in a regional context. The utility of a particular use is related to the need for that use now and in the future, and whether other land is available to fulfill that need. Universally accepted planning principles recognize that land use needs change over time, as does the availability of the factors which support particular land uses. Time constraints for reclamation should be applied, based on their original intent of protecting the public and environment from negative impacts of mining, to quick achievement of an acceptable interim use, such as pasture or wildlife, which is consistent with future, more intensive development. The permit application should answer questions critical to more intensive land uses such as the relative location and quality of roads and other transportation networks, availability and cost of utilities and telecommunications, nearness to population centers, and capacity of the workforce, as well as general costs of construction based on engineering and location factors. There is a broad spectrum of factors which must be examined and used to justify particular land uses. A clear justification for expecting a site to have high potential for future residential or commercial development must be accepted as fulfilling SMCRA requirements for feasibility, capability, compatibility, etc., and allow designation of a contingent use. In addition, consideration of phased land use more closely follows the regulatory requirement to discuss "the utility and capacity of the reclaimed land to support a variety of alternative uses." There is nothing in the law or regulations to prohibit a phased or contingent land use. This has derived from practice, and this interpretation can and should be changed.
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